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is a response to Martin Ruud King memorial day and the February Black History Month (BHM), Jordan Brand this year to
commemorate the earlier version of the design has been officially unveiled, there are Air Jordan XXXI, Melo M13, CP3.X, Super.Fly
5 PO and Extra.Fly five pair of boots, and the ball flying family stars will continue to race out of use in the near future in the league this
year, Nike and Jordan Brand are all black line, uniform color as a symbol of all races between each other without discrimination,
regardless of you and me and the spirit of peace. It is reported that this series of players for the endorsement of players produced
version, there is no plan to sell. 

source: Sneaker News

Nike Air Max Zero version of the original artwork of white and yellow color of Taiwan will offer 3/27, NT$price 4500 yuan, we all
prospecting shoe currently has announced the sale to organize dealers to stay in the Facebook, the actual selling way and the place
to store transaction mechanism please announcement. 

Momentum

source: Sneaker Politics

Nike KD What The KD "6" completely asymmetric right and left foot were rip KD VI versions of 35 kinds of design elements to create,
in order to commemorate the passing of the aunt and the launch of the Aunt Pearl, with the most love to eat the food as the inspiration
for the Peanut Butter& Jelly, the childhood wish to become a weatherman the dream is converted to Meteorology color to
commemorate the table, What The KD 6 fancy gorgeous appearance hidden lady Kevin Durant childhood since the growth
experience, worthy of our exploration of shoe savor. Nike KD 6 "What The KD" is available this weekend, model 669809-500. 

source: sneakerpolitics

Reebok Question this moment in the global recovery of white and red quantity are not many, even in many areas like Taiwan, no sale,
but this does not affect the change of shoes artists hands-on determination, of course that experts have a shot there, if it wants to
change will certainly make it completely, therefore also recently exposed the shoe ring snake in the international version of the
Question Mid to get a good evaluation, you feel that there is no exploration shoe launched the snake version of the shoes, which are
suitable for such a transformation? 

source: SNEAKER NEWS

" 
Nike played tricks' 12 promotion players pay a summer of hard work and sweat, after two rounds of selection, August 16th embarked
on a decisive battle battlefield Wukesong basketball park. They face the all star team, which is composed of the best street
basketball players in china. 

in Beijing's 10 day training session, the 12 player's most important task is the team running in and out the necessary tactics and
overall defense. Captain Wu Songyu said after the game, after 10 days of training, originally from all over the country, never with the
teammates, team spirit has to play 100 minutes. 

Nike 'team played tricks' in the first half was 17 points behind, spare no effort to catch up in the third quarter, once the score is 39
draw, although the final 49 than 57 defeated, but they fully demonstrated in the "play tricks" activities to learn the technology, tactics
and team spirit. For these basketball loving players, the game is not the end of the "trick" campaign, but a new starting point in the
game. 
According to the 
player training and competition performance by competitors, coaches, teammates selected 'played tricks' final three MVP,
respectively, 7 Huang Lvyao (Hongkong), Li Guanyang (Shijiazhuang Chinese) No. 10 and No. 27 Wu Songyu (Taiwan Yunlin). The
three MVP will also travel to Spain to attend the Nike international basketball Carnival from September 5th to September 7th in Ba
Theron Na. 

Li Guanyang from the Xi'an Technological University is playing centre forward from the young forwards for the team's needs. He found
a sense of attack in the second half, scoring repeatedly in the interior and driving the team back together with Wu Songyu. Through
this "play tricks", Li Guanyang believed he had two big harvest, is to get the Kobe and one-on-one opportunities in Shanghai lucky,



greatly increased the confidence; two is to see many previously did not come into contact with training methods, skills have improved.

was a member of the Hongkong youth team in Yaqing Sai Huang Lvyao, in the "play tricks" activities back to the basketball loving
feeling, burning enthusiasm for training coaches encouragement in weight. But he said that getting MVP wasn't the pinnacle of his
love, and that he would continue to play tricks for the professional league. 

Nike Kobe 9 Elite Low finally boarded the Nike iD, has been able to design its own uppers of flyknit colors, and may match a similar
version of the previous version of HTM. Kobe 9 Elite Low iD has been purchased on the NIKEID.com, priced at $245, but there is no
NikeiD service in Taiwan, like friends may have to spend more time. 

source: Solecollector

Anthony Davis is slowly becoming a mainstay of the new generation of American teams, unlike the former force based interior
players, who have more nimble skills to dominate the penalty area. Anthony and Davis in the United States during the team training
for our first exposure Nike Hyperposite 2 "USA", although the official name has not yet been determined, but it seems that the original
design of the Posite material is empty basket shaped more from the appearance, on the one hand to reduce the weight, on the one
hand through the rhombi to construct upper support. The original full sole Max air cushion, also known as the Zoom Max, is expected
to provide a better buffer effect for large players. 

Although 
? Rose I haven't arrived in return? Adidas Rose 3 challenge, but still continue to launch new signature shoe shoe fan meet all the
needs, in addition to the 3.5 version of the upgrade version of another paragraph is the low version, today also released two color
pictures for more clearly we are appreciate? "Lakeshore Drive" and "The Chi" color? Color, in addition to retain the advantages of
the low version of the high technology has not shrunk people quite looking forward to the actual performance after the listing. 

source: sneakernews
?
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